
4/22/13 (1) 3:45 Dr. Carolyn Dean's foundation and ground work.
Take responsibility for your own health.

7:47 RNA Drops as side product from water purification system.
Open yourself to your health and happiness.

9:43 Magnesium World audience
Dr. Carolyn's move from Magnesium to RNA Drops.
Stayed away from making products.
Answers not from physical world.
Great inventions come from intuition and dreams.
Non-Physical Information 
In your own power and authority

16:00 Completion of pointing people to choice point to live an
extraordinary life.

18:12 Future Health Now - Lifestyle Course - 2 years - Called

Now we have the magic pill, people want.
19:28 Doctor who spends time on the phone for free. 
20:30 Problem with shoulders.

Regarding magnesium.
Magnesium/Calcium recommended on your site, the supplements
work.
Drops cleaned out nose.
Nails start to grow faster; hair is darker.
Doesn't experience the bliss factor.
After cortisone shot, things went backwards.

25 drops twice a day; went down to 15 drops twice a day
Given your body too many mixed messages.
Magnesium /Calcium fine. They are building blocks.
Then, you took the shot.
You approached the shot ambivalently. Body doesn't know what
to do.

Given it a drug that could cause problems.
Step back and allow Drops to work. Not going to let mind worry
about that.
Allow your own validation.

34:32 Ordered the products. Been taking  water clusters for awhile.
Can I still take the water cluster product?
1 drop in the morning and one in the evening is my intention.
Drug products have side effects. That countermands the natural
health focus.
It's okay to take RNA Drops with anything. 

40:29 A lot going on in the environment

Completement Now

Only pain killer would due for him as he had arthrosis.
Researched Natural News and Dr. Mercola. Read your book.

Cortisone is not good for the candidiasis.

Taking RNA Drops on top ofthat.

RNADrops should but don't work for everybody.

Take the Drops for granted and what they prevent, i.e., flu, etc.



42:10 I'll trust my body and see what happens.
The body has its priorities.

44:19 Skeptic but had cough that would not go away.
Works in hospital and cough hurt her at work.
Side effect of blood pressure medicine.
Stopped blood pressure medication to reduce cough. Blood
pressure went down.
Push mowed lawn in 2 days instead of 1 week, showing more
stamina.
Tongue is clear of white fuzz.
I was 60% gray. Gray hair is gone completely except for a little
spot over my ear.
Lucid dreams keeping me from deep sleeping.
5 drops twice a day
My hair is a very spiritual part of me. Dad and Grandfather were
barbers.
Confidence as a caretaker and firm in my decisions.
Confident of personal power.
Bliss is when I'm sitting there and smiling.

Life has been about non-physical and affirming that totally is
acceptable to live in while you are on earth.
You don't have to die to be in heaven.

drugs, even cigarettes or coffee.

Empowered me to know I can focus myself.

Give a drop or two to the people you are caretaking.

With completement, you may not require other supplements or

Diagnosed with ADHD. Was on adderall. Not taking it any more.
Proved to me that I'm not addicted to the meds.
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